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HORTICULTURE

Drought Stress on Pecan Trees
by Charles Rohla / ctrohla@noble.org

Oklahoma and

Texas endured a
severe drought in
2011, and dry conditions persist for 2012.
Drought conditions
cause extreme stress
on pecan trees.
Water is critical for tree survival and
nut production, and is involved in all
processes within the trees, ranging
from nutrient transportation to the
production of leaves and fruit. It is important for producers to understand
the effects of drought and how pecan
trees cope with the stress it brings.
One of the first obvious signs of
drought is leaf yellowing, followed
by leaf drop. However, by the time
this damage is visible, the tree has
already been significantly stressed
and has activated internal processes
to cope with stress. When drought
occurs, the root system senses the
lack of available water and signals
the leaf stomata to lengthen closure
periods. Stomata are tiny openings
located on the bottoms of the leaves
that are responsible for the control of
water movement through the tree.
When the stomata are open, water is
allowed to be pulled from the roots
through the tree; when closed, the
movement of water decreases. Most
plants begin closing their stomata

These pecan trees were killed by the drought that gripped Texas and Oklahoma
during 2011. Even those trees that survived will be feeling the effects of the drought
for several years.
when the temperature reaches 95
degrees F. In pecans, the stomata will
remain open until the temperature
approaches 106 degrees F.
Next, the tree will signal for
increased root growth in order to
explore for additional moisture in
the soil. This root production uses
valuable stored energy, which causes
additional damage to the tree causing
production of smaller leaves and nuts.
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If additional moisture is not located
by these roots, the tree will sever
the roots and protect the remaining
roots from water loss. In most plants,
the leaves will then wilt for water
conservation. In pecans, however,
the leaves are too thick and rigid to
wilt, so leaves will start yellowing,
followed by drop. After the leaves are
lost, producers may not be able to see
further damage until death occurs,4
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which may take two to five years.
Pecan trees are survivors and will
continue to fight for moisture during
a drought. Some pecan trees will
go into early dormancy to conserve
energy for the following year. A
healthy tree will go into dormancy
by completely shutting down. An
unhealthy tree that does not have
adequate stored energy will struggle
to increase its stored energy instead
of shutting down, which can lead to
sudden death.
Unfortunately, the tree will feel
the effects of drought for several
years. Damage and death by insects
and pathogens will increase on trees
that have been stressed by drought.
Drought-stressed trees may also
exhibit low production for two to five
years while the root system is reestablishing itself.
Several strategies are available
to help minimize drought stress.
One strategy is to improve soil
moisture around the trees. This can be
achieved through proper irrigation.
However, irrigation is not always available or affordable. If irrigation is not
an option, moisture can be conserved
by decreasing competition through
the elimination of grass and weeds
around the trees. Competition can be
decreased by mulching around the
trees, removing undesired trees and/
or maintaining proper tree spacing.
Remember that stressed trees can
use the same amount of water as a
healthy tree. Therefore, removal of
trees that are severely stressed or
damaged will help conserve water for
the remaining trees.
Producers should not be surprised
to see additional tree losses over
the next few years even if we get
adequate moisture at the end of 2012
or throughout 2013. Severely stressed
trees may require time to exhibit
signs of death. <
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Managing Mourning Dove Abundance
by Mike Porter / mdporter@noble.org
This article originally appeared in the Oct.
2007 Ag News and Views newsletter.

Mourning dove is the most abun-

dant dove species, the most abundant
game bird and one of the most abundant songbirds in southern Oklahoma and northern Texas. Many people enjoy
watching, feeding, photographing and hunting mourning dove. More people
hunt dove in Texas and Oklahoma than hunt any other game species except deer.
Yet, it is surprising how few landowners and land managers manage for dove.
Mourning dove abundance can be increased by providing suitable nesting,
resting, watering and feeding habitat. They nest and rest in a variety of sites,
including trees, shrubs, man-made structures and even on the ground. In
this area, they tend to prefer nesting in trees and tall shrubs, so supplying a
good abundance of these plants generally addresses nesting habitat. Trees,
snags and utility lines typically provide resting habitat. Water management
for mourning dove was addressed in the June 2004 Ag News and Views article:
www.noble.org/Ag/Wildlife/MourningDoveWater.
Most mourning dove management is directed toward increasing food and
feeding habitat. Mourning dove primarily eat seeds. Some of the most important foods include seeds of (listed alphabetically, not by preference) barnyard
grass, bristle grasses, corn, crotons (also called doveweeds), some panicums,
some paspalums, pigweeds, prickly poppies, some ragweeds, sorghum, some
spurges, some sunflowers and wheat.
Mourning dove prefer to feed on bare ground and usually avoid thick vegetation or places with lots of thatch on the ground. Ideal food and feeding
habitat management produces an abundance of preferred seeds with very little
plant canopy above the ground and very little thatch on the ground.
There are basically two approaches to increasing dove foods: 1) manage
native or naturalized plant communities and 2) manage certain annually
planted crops. When managing native or naturalized plant communities, first
identify a site with preferred plants present, especially crotons or common
sunflower; if absent, find another site or plant a preferred species; fertilize, particularly with phosphate, when soil analysis and target plant species
indicate a need; disturb the site during winter or early spring with disking
or heavy grazing to encourage preferred plants; and, after seed production,
reduce plant canopy cover and thatch with grazing, mowing or burning.
The most common crops managed for dove are wheat, sorghum, Peredovik
sunflower and millets. The following example briefly addresses wheat management for dove: adequate nitrogen, phosphate, potassium and lime are applied
according to soil analysis; wheat is planted during September or early October;
wheat is left standing; and, finally, portions of the field are burned during
summer to provide feeding sites and make food available. When managed for
hunting, a planted site should be at least 10 acres in size because large numbers
of dove are seldom attracted to small plots. For hunting purposes, most of a field
should be burned during early to mid-August. Dove hunting is subject to migratory bird baiting regulations. Details about these regulations are available at the
following website: www.fws.gov/le/HuntFish/dovebaiting.htm. <
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Auction Barn Premiums and Discounts in Oklahoma
by Deke Alkire / doalkire@noble.org and Ryan Reuter / rrreuter@noble.org

As input prices

continue to rise for
cow-calf producers, it is increasingly
important to maximize revenue when
marketing calves.
Most cattlemen recognize
that large-framed,
heavily muscled,
black-hided cattle
receive a premium
at auction, and there
are many reports
to support that
observation. Some producers have
also noted that calves bring more
money at larger auction facilities.
However, there is little information
about the effect of auction barn size
on price; and, if there is a premium, is
it enough to offset the added cost of
transportation? In addition, producers often question whether management practices such as castration and
dehorning are worth the extra cost.
To answer these questions, we
have collected sale price data to evaluate the effect of auction barn size and
some selected traits on the sale price
of calves in Oklahoma. Auction barns
were categorized as “large” if they
marketed more than 1,000 head per
week on average and “small” if they
marketed fewer than 1,000. Two large
and two small auction barns were
randomly selected, and data were
collected on 1,001 lots, representing
over 13,000 calves.
About 70 percent of the calves
marketed were black, 16 percent
were smoke-colored, 13 percent were
red and the final 1 percent included
all other colors. Black and smokecolored calves received a premium of

Discount/Premium
($/cwt)
Hide Color
Black
Smoke
Red
Other

Discount/Premium
($/500 lb calf)

$4.15
$4.42
$0
($12.70)

$20.75
$22.10
–
($63.50)

Large Auction Barn
Small Auction Barn

$2.21
$0

$11.05
–

Steer
Bull
Heifer

$0
($9.18)
($7.53)

–
($45.90)
($37.65)

No horns
Horns

$0
($3.10)

–
($15.50)

No comments
Comments

$0
$3.20

–
$16.00

$4.15 and $4.42 per hundredweight,
respectively, when compared to
calves with a red hide.
Our survey confirmed that calves
marketed at large auction barns do sell
at a higher price. All other traits being
equal, we observed a premium of $2.21
per hundredweight when compared
to the smaller barns. However, this may
not be enough to cover the added
costs. For example, if shipping 20 head
of 500-pound calves costs more than
$221, the premium would not offset
the additional transportation cost.
As expected, steers received
a higher price relative to bulls
(discounted $9.18 per hundredweight) and heifers (discounted $7.53
per hundredweight). This means that
a 500-pound steer is worth $46 more
than if it was left as a bull. If you can
castrate your calves for less than $46,
there is profit to be made.
Dehorning calves can also add
additional profit. Cattle without
horns received a premium of $3.10
per hundredweight or $15.50 on a
500-pound calf.
A premium that is often
overlooked is a good relationship

with the person selling your cattle.
In our survey, when the auctioneer
commented on the calves being sold,
they brought $3.20 per hundredweight more.
Be aware that these premiums are
additive. Depending on the type of
calves you start with, there is potential
to add a significant premium to the
selling price. For example, a black,
horned bull sold at a small auction
barn would be discounted $17.69
per hundredweight compared to a
black steer with no horns that was
sold at a large auction barn following
comments by the auctioneer. That is
over $88 per head on a 500-pound calf.
This study was not designed
to include all potential premiums.
Additional opportunities, such as
preconditioning, exist to add value
to your calf crop. Understanding how
management and marketing decisions
can affect premiums will allow producers to evaluate the profitability of
these practices. Discounts and premiums vary with feeder cattle supplies;
when planning for the long-term,
consider management practices that
increase the value of your calf crop. <
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Funnel Trap Fish Survey
by Mike Porter / mdporter@noble.org

Funnel trapping

species (especially smaller species)
and some minnow species. Resources
such as “Pond Fish; Identification and
Natural History” (www.luresext.edu/
aquaculture/fishIDandnaturalhistory.
htm) can help identify fish collected
in surveys.
In Oklahoma, trapping is a legal
method to collect nongame fish such
as black bullhead, bluegill, green

provides useful
information about
fish species present in a pond and
likely provides the
best option for pond
managers to evaluate
the presence and abundance of small
catfish such as bullheads. Also, funnel
trapping is useful for catching live
bait for hook and line fishing.
Funnel trap
Pond managers have multiple
options to monitor fish populations, such as hook and line
surveys, seine surveys and funnel
trap (called minnow trap in
Oklahoma regulations) surveys.
Hook and line surveys and seine
surveys have been addressed
in previous Ag News and Views
articles, “Hook and Line Fish
Sampling” (www.noble.org/ag/
wildlife/hookandlinefish
sampling) and “Seine Sampling a
sunfish, redear sunfish, golden shiner,
Pond” (www.noble.org/ag/wildlife/
fathead minnow, etc. It is not a legal
seinesamplingpond), and a Noble
technique to harvest Oklahoma
Foundation fact sheet “How to Survey
game fish such as largemouth bass,
the Fish in Your Pond” (www.noble.org/ channel catfish or crappie, so game
ag/wildlife/survey-fish-pond), so this
fish accidentally caught in a trap must
article focuses on funnel trap surveys.
be released unharmed immediately.
Each survey technique provides
In Oklahoma, the user’s name and
somewhat different information
address must be attached to a trap
about a pond community. Hook and
and no more than three traps may be
line surveys usually target certain
used at once.
adult fish, such as largemouth bass,
bluegill and some other sunfish
Funnel trap construction (for one
species. Surveys with a 20-foot
design option):
seine target certain juvenile aquatic
• Form 1/8- to 1/4-inch mesh, 3-footorganisms such as largemouth bass,
wide hardware cloth into a cylinder
bluegill, shad, minnows, frogs and
12 to 18 inches in diameter over
salamanders as well as adult and
three plastic, fiberglass, wood or
juvenile mosquitofish and invertemetal hoops; slightly overlap the
brates. Funnel trap surveys used in
edges, and tie the mesh together
the manner described in this article
and to the hoops with cable ties
target juvenile catfish, some sunfish
or suture with rust-resistant wire
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(cylinder length same as hardware
cloth width).
• Form hardware cloth into two funnels with a 2-inch opening on the
small ends and the same diameter
as the cylinder on the large ends,
and tie or suture along the overlaps.
• Tie or suture a funnel into each end
of the cylinder with the small end
inside the trap.
• Cut an access door on the
side of the cylinder to allow bait
management and fish removal.
• Hinge one side of the door
with rings, cable ties or wires,
and latch the other side with
wire or clips. I often use a larger
piece of hardware cloth for the
door than was removed to provide more overlap and a better
seal.
• Tie a rope onto one end of the
trap so the trap can be placed
into and retrieved from a pond
without getting wet.

Funnel trap use:

• Place a pelleted feed product (e.g.,
for dog, hog, cattle, etc.) in a small
mesh bag and hang it in the middle
of the trap so it does not touch the
sides. Close and latch the door.
• Place the trap in 3 to 5 feet of water
with the door on top.
• Retrieve and check the trap daily.
• Remove fish from the trap and note/
record numbers and sizes of each
species caught.
• Place the trap in a new location
each day and add bait if necessary. Trap in at least three locations
around the pond, and continue
trapping new locations until nothing new is captured.
• Remove the trap from a pond when
it cannot be checked at least daily. <

ECONOMICS

Drought Challenges Bring Opportunities
by Steve Swigert / jsswigert@noble.org

In September

sold in the next 60 days will likely
continue to be under pressure with
the lack of forage and high feed prices.
However, if those 500-pound calves
can be bought near today’s price in
the low to mid $140 per hundredweight range and marketed at near
the $140 feeder cattle market, then

$ Per Cwt.

$ Per Cwt.

If a stocker operator can add that
2012 with drought
gain with grass (e.g., small grains
conditions covering
pasture), then the margins could
much of the nation,
be significant for that operation.
there are many chalEven if the calves are fed on-farm
lenges for cattle proinstead of grazed, there are margins
ducers in the United
for the producer if the cost of the
States. Grain and
feed doesn’t go any higher than
feed prices have skytoday and gains of the
rocketed, hay is in short
cattle are good. For
Medium and Large #1 Feeder Steer Prices
supply, pasture condithe cow-calf producer,
700-800 Pounds, Southern Plains, Weekly
tions are predominantly
margins are still there
poor to very poor,
to wean, precondition
170
Avg. 2005-2009
and cattle prices have
and retain calves for
2011
160
2012
dropped significantly in
a longer period. This
150
the last 60 days.
allows the cow-calf
140
While prices for 500producer to avoid the
to 700-pound calves
$8 to $12 hundred130
have dropped in the last
weight discount of
120
60 days from historic
selling a freshly weaned
110
highs, it is important to
calf, while enabling him
remember that today’s
100
to take advantage of
price is still higher than
the margin created by
90
Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct
the prices for most of
the additional gain of
Livestock Marketing Information Center
2011 and the five-year
the calves. This will also
C-P-49
Data Source: USDA-AMS, Compiled & Analysis by LMIC
07/30/12
average of 2006 to 2011.
allow for these calves to
There is an opportube sold outside of the
Medium and Large #1 Steer Calf Prices
nity for cattle producers
time frame when many
400-500 Pounds, Southern Plains, Weekly
in Texas and Oklahoma.
calves are coming to
235
Some ranches have
market from operations
Avg. 2005-2009
2011
received rain, many
that are not able or
215
2012
were understocked
willing to precondition
from last year’s drought,
the calf crop.
195
and several produced
Each producer
175
some hay this spring.
should analyze his or
Since most producers
her individual ranch
155
are grass-based and
situation when making
the cost of gains in the
a marketing or purchas135
feed yards is ranging
ing decision this fall.
115
from $115 per hundredAnalyze an opportunity
Jan
Apr
Jul
Oct
weight to $125 per
before selling weaned
Livestock Marketing Information Center
C-P-49A
hundredweight, the
calves for the cow-calf
Data Source: USDA-AMS, Compiled & Analysis by LMIC
07/30/12
market is creating a
producer or buying
situation where cattle
weaned calves for the
weight gain on grass is very valuable. the value of that additional gain will
stocker producer because there will
The prices for calves weaned and
be close to $140 per hundredweight.
be opportunities in this market. <
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Using Winter Pasture as a Hay Replacement
by David Annis / dcannis@noble.org

As commodity

prices increase and
the amount of hay
available decreases,
many are concerned
about feeding their
cattle until spring.
Winter pasture, while
expensive (around $120 to $180 per
acre) and traditionally thought of for
use with stocker cattle, may fit in your
cow management system.
You must make some important decisions before you decide to
fire up the planter. First, determine
which winter forage is best for your
situation. Second, collect good soil
samples and have them analyzed.
Third, do not skimp on seedbed
preparation. Fourth, decide what
method you will use to plant your
winter pasture. Finally, select a variety
with enough available quality seed.
Wheat and cereal rye are the most
commonly planted winter forages we
see in Oklahoma and Texas, and will
be the focus of this article. However,
do not count out other options such
as oats, triticale and annual ryegrass
(but not in pastures where you are
growing wheat for dual-purpose).
Wheat is better adapted to heavier
soils and lasts longer in the spring,
while cereal rye is a better fit in sandy
soils and usually provides earlier
grazing in the fall. Select the forage
that best fits your soil and need for
forage. A general rule of thumb is to
plant 1 acre of winter forage per cow.
Soil testing is important to determine the soil’s fertility and pH. If
phosphorus or potassium is deficient
and/or the soil pH is less than 5.5,
expect lower forage yields. Phosphorus
and potassium should be applied prior
to or near planting. Since it takes time

(several weeks) and water for lime to
react with the soil and increase the soil
pH, make sure to allow enough for it to
react. The time of year forage is needed
will dictate the timing of the nitrogen
application. If your largest need is in
the fall, apply the nitrogen either at
planting or soon after emergence. For
spring forage, apply enough nitrogen
to get the crop started at planting or
soon after emergence, and the remainder in the spring.
A good seedbed is very important
in any planting situation whether it
is clean-till, minimum-till or no-till.
Do not skimp on this step. Stand
establishment is usually best in a
weed-free, clean-tilled seedbed. This
method is the most expensive and
increases the possibility of erosion.
To prepare minimum-till seedbeds,
suppress existing vegetation by
grazing, haying, mowing or treating with an herbicide, followed by
disking and planting. No-till seedbed
preparation is similar to minimaltillage, but without the disking. A
word of warning: plant residues or an
abundance of weeds can seriously
interfere with no-till planting.
Two options for planting are drilling and broadcast seeding. Each has
its strengths. Drill planting provides
improved plant spacing, lower
seeding rates (90 to 120 pounds per
acre), better seed to soil contact and
proper seeding depth. Disadvantages
of a drill are slower planting speed
and higher equipment costs. Broadcast planting involves spreading the
seed over the seedbed surface, then
incorporating it into the soil with a
disk, culti-packer or other light tillage
implement. Broadcasting seed has
the advantages of faster seeding,
lower equipment cost and the ability
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to spread with fertilizer. The disadvantages are higher seeding rate (120 to
150 pounds per acre), lack of depth
control, requirement of a second pass
for incorporation and a higher risk of
stand failure.
Depending on the year, variety
selection can be complicated by
lack of seed availability. Try to find a
variety that has produced well over
several years in university trials in a
location similar to your pasture. Using
good quality planting seed is just as
important as using the right variety.
If time permits, have an accelerated
aging test conducted to have an
indication of the seedling vigor as
well as viability. <

2012: Upcoming Events
Ground Preparation Field Day

This field day will show beginning specialty crop
growers different techniques to prepare soil for
planting. Experts from the Noble Foundation,
Oklahoma State University and the Oklahoma
Department of Agriculture will demonstrate tillage
machinery, including walk-behind tractor-operated
equipment. Bedding and plastic-mulch-laying machines for plasticulture will also be demonstrated.
9 a.m.-12 p.m.
Oct. 13, 2012
Noble Foundation
Horticulture Center
No Registration Fee

Hoop House Construction Workshop

This workshop will give hands-on experience
constructing a commercial-scale high tunnel hoop
house. Hoop houses (non-heated greenhouses) extend the growing season and protect crops against
extreme weather. Participants are encouraged to
bring eye protection and power hand tools.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Nov. 3, 2012
Location TBD
Registration Fee $20 - includes lunch

Deer Processing Workshop

Participants will learn how to properly process a
white-tailed deer.
2 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Nov. 6, 2012
Noble Foundation Pavilion
Registration Fee $20 - includes dinner

Managing Taxes for
Agricultural Producers

Knowing the tax implications
of a business decision can help guide
management on your farm or ranch.
Noble Foundation economists will be
joined by a CPA and a Social Security official
to help guide you through the ever-changing
world of tax law.
1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Dec. 11, 2012
Noble Foundation Kruse Auditorium
Ardmore, Okla.
No Registration Fee

For more information or to register,

visit www.noble.org/agevents or call Tracy Cumbie
at 580.224.6292. Preregistration is requested.
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